It is therefore surprising that amongst the many articles and books dealing with the subject of cardiac innervation which have appeared since these nerves were first described, not one provides accurate information about their discovery. Judging from some of these writings, their very existence is not universally recognised, so it may be advisable to explain briefly that the cardiac plexus, amongst many other branches, receives slender contributions from the second, third, fourth and possibly fifth thoracic sympathetic ganglia and that these constitute the thoracic cardiac nerves.
Apart from the works mentioned later, no details of the thoracic cardiac nerves have been found in any of the great anatomical monographs, atlases and textbooks published during the nineteenth century.
Early this century Mollard (1908) They were written by Braeucker (1927) and by Ionescu and 156 Enachescu (1928) , and every authority since has apparently assumed that they first discovered these nerves in human subjects ( ctua y Ionescu and Enachescu first published their findings brie y in 19 7> and in this article they made the definite claim that they first iscovere the thoracic cardiac nerves in man.) Thus White and Smithwic (194) give the honour to Braeucker, and Kuntz (1946) 
